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.ere is a large body of legacy scientific code in use today that could benefit from execution on accelerator devices like GPUs and
FPGAs. Manual translation of such legacy code into device-specific parallel code requires significant manual effort and is a major
obstacle to wider FPGA adoption. We are developing an automated optimizing compiler TyTra to overcome this obstacle. .e
TyTra flow aims to compile legacy Fortran code automatically for FPGA-based acceleration, while applying suitable optimizations.
We present the flowwith a focus on two key optimizations, automatic pipelining and vectorization. Our compiler frontend extracts
patterns from legacy Fortran code that can be pipelined and vectorized..e backend first creates fine and coarse-grained pipelines
and then automatically vectorizes both the memory access and the datapath based on a cost model, generating an OpenCL-HDL
hybrid working solution for FPGA targets on the Amazon cloud. Our results show up to 4.2× performance improvement over
baseline OpenCL code.
1. Introduction
Acceleration devices for high-performance computing
(HPC) and scientific computing are becoming increasingly
heterogeneous. .ere is a general consensus that no single
type of device–CPU, GPU, or FPGA–will be best suited
across the entire range of scientific applications. GPUs are
already well-established as a practical alternative to con-
ventional CPUs for accelerating scientific applications. A
considerable proportion of supercomputers in the top 500
list contains GPU accelerators. FPGAs are a more recent
addition to this canvas, and in spite of significant im-
provements in their performance and programmability in
recent years, they are still far from widespread adoption as
mainstream acceleration devices.
A key challenge that applies in a lesser or greater extent
to all accelerators is writing parallel, high-performance code
customized for performance specifically on that device. .e
challenge is all the more acute for FPGAs, which are no-
toriously difficult to program. Improvements in FPGA logic
capacity as well as high-level synthesis (HLS) programming
frameworks such as Altera’s (Intel’s) AOCL, Xilinx’s
SDAccel, andMaxeler have played an important role in their
transition from peripheral, embedded, or prototyping only
devices to first-order desktop accelerators. However, FPGAs
have failed to make the kind of inroads in HPC that GPUs
have made. .is is, in part at least, due to the fact that until
very recently there were no practical high-level pro-
gramming platforms for FPGAs, and even with their in-
troduction, it is still a challenging task to write high-
performance code. While heterogeneous programming
languages like OpenCL provide code portability, they are not
performance portable across devices. For example, [1] report
that “even though OpenCL is functionally portable across
devices, direct ports of GPU-optimized code do not perform
well compared with kernels optimized with FPGA-specific
techniques such as sliding windows. However, by exploiting
FPGA-specific optimizations, it is possible to achieve up to
3.4x better power efficiency. . ..” Our own previous work has
shown that even very simple OpenCL kernel code can lead to
very different performance profiles when moving from one
FPGA framework to another [2].
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It is our contention that such programming and opti-
mization challenges will remain a hurdle to the adoption of
acceleration devices–especially FPGAs–in mainstreamHPC,
and that high-level programming frameworks like OpenCL
should themselves be targets for still higher level compilers
that can work with sequential, unoptimized legacy code, in
which case one could truly have performance portability.
We propose an optimizing compiler framework that uses
Type Transformations (TyTra) to explore FPGA-specific
optimizations for a given application and automatically
generates the implementation code from legacy Fortran
code, leading to the desired code and performance porta-
bility. It applies these type transformations on a high-level,
functional representation of the kernel (the code to be
accelerated on the FPGA), extracted from the Fortran code
and then uses a cost model for evaluating the search-space
for an optimized solution.
A flowchart of the TyTra framework is shown in Figure 1.
.e frontend refactor Fortran 77 codes into modern,
maintainable, extensible, and accelerator-ready Fortran code
(available at https://github.com/wimvanderbauwhede/
RefactorF4Acc). We can then generate OpenCL code
targeted at GPUs (available at https://github.com/
wimvanderbauwhede/AutoParallel-Fortran) or FPGAs
(available at https://github.com/wimvanderbauwhede/
Fortran-to-OpenCL-FGPA). For FPGA targets specifi-
cally, we invoke a more involved optimization pass that
translates the OpenCL code to an intermediate repre-
sentation (IR) (available at https://github.com/waqarnabi/
ocl2tir) and then generates low-level hardware description
language (HDL) code from it. It is this optimizing route in
our flow that we will discuss in the paper, with a focus on
two key optimizations: pipelining and vectorization.
We briefly discuss the frontend of the TyTra flow in
Section 4. We present our view of the requirements of
optimizing code on FPGAs in Section 5, leading into the
main contribution of this paper in Section 6, the TyTra
backend compiler (TyBEC) and the automatic pipelining
and vectorization it enables. We present the evaluation of
our approach in the next section before concluding the
paper. We start by reviewing some related work.
2. Related Work
.e viability of FPGAs as mainstream acceleration devices
for scientific computing is well established in literature. As
an example, reference [3] presents a suitability analysis of
FPGAs for heterogeneous HPC platforms, using the Ber-
keley 13 dwarfs as a reference. .ey found FPGAs to be
suitable for 5 of the 13 dwarves, but noted that they are
difficult to use for nonspecialized designers and emphasized
the importance of more abstraction and less customization.
Reference [4] demonstrates the suitability of FPGAs, pro-
grammed via OpenCL, for implementing partial differential
equation (PDE) based scientific models. .e same article,
however, showing an OpenCL kernel written with differ-
ences in syntax and compiler hints for two different FPGA
target devices/vendors, supports our contention that
OpenCL code is not performance portable.
.ere are a number of commercial tools available that
provide a high-level programming route for accelerating
scientific code on FPGAs. Maxeler [5] is a good example,
which provides a Java metaprogramming model for de-
scribing computation kernels and connecting data streams
between them. It has been used for accelerating applications
from various domains, e.g., scientific and financial model-
ling. Altera (now Intel) OpenCL or AOCL [6] is the
implementation of the OpenCL heterogeneous parallel
programming framework for Intel FPGAs. While it is based
on the OpenCL standard, it has vendor-specific optimization
extensions. Xilinx similarly has its own OpenCL imple-
mentation called SDAccel [7]. Like AOCL, SDAccel is based
on the OpenCL standard and also proposes custom opti-
mizations to improve performance.
.ere have been other studies that are motivated in a way
similar to ours, that is, by the need for a higher abstraction
design entry than conventional high-level languages. For
example, algorithmic skeletons have been proposed to
separate algorithm from architecture-specific parallel pro-
gramming [8]. SparkCL is an attempt to bring increasingly
diverse architectures, including FPGAs, into the familiar
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Figure 1: .e TyTra optimizing compiler framework. .e starting
point is Fortran 77 scientific code, though there can be other
possible entry points as well. .ere are a number of backend code-
generation options, with this paper’s focus on hybrid OpenCL-
HDL route, geared towards deployment on the Amazon cloud’s F1
instances.
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Apache Spark framework [9]. Another route for increasing
the design abstraction is to use domain-specific languages
(DSLs), and there are numerous examples for FPGAs, e.g.,
FSMLanguage for designing FSMs [10] and CLICK for
networking applications [11].
A work that is quite similar to ours is the Geometry of
Synthesis project [12]. It proposes design entry in a func-
tional language paradigm, leading to generation of RTL code
for FPGAs. It does not have automatic generation and
evaluation of architectural design variants though..ere has
also been work on exploring vectorization for FPGA
pipelines for specific applications (for example, see [13]).
Automatic pipelining of high-level code is now possible with
commercial tools like Xilinx’s SDAccel, Intel’s AOCL, and
Maxeler, and some tools allow vectorization as well, though
it has to be manually programmed or hinted via pragmas.
Automatic pipelining and vectorization of high-level code
based on a cost model, one that can work with legacy Fortran
code, is entirely novel as best as we know.
While not the focus of this paper, a key first step of our
flow is refactoring legacy Fortran 77 code to make it more
accelerator friendly. .ere are a number of similar refactoring
tools available for Fortran, though Fortran 77 is supported by
very few. ROSE framework (http://www.rosecompiler.org/
index.html) from LLNL [14] is probably the most well
known, which relies on the Open Fortran Parser (OFP)
(http://fortran-parser.sourceforge.net/). .is parser claims
to support the Fortran 2008 standard. Furthermore, there is
the language-Fortran (https://hackage.haskell.org/package/
language-fortran) parser which claims to support Fortran
77 to Fortran 2003. A refactoring framework which claims to
support Fortran 77 is CamFort [15]; according to its docu-
mentation, it supports Fortran 66, 77, and 90 with various
legacy extensions. An eclipse-based interactive refactoring
tool Photran [16] supports FORTRAN 77-2008.
3. TyTra Frontend
We will briefly discuss this frontend of the TyTra flow here
for completeness; more details are in [17], where we assess its
correctness, completeness, and capability.
FORTRAN 77 can be both computationally efficient as
well as programmer efficient, allowing the programmer to
write code quickly without being too strict about it. How-
ever, it becomes very difficult to maintain and port very
quickly as a result of this. We aim to make our refactored
code modern, maintainable, and extensible.
.e requirements in mind were very different compared
with today’s languages when FORTRAN 77 was designed,
especially in terms of avoiding bugs. Some specific features,
now unacceptable in modern languages, are: implicit typing,
subroutine arguments intended access absent, and absence
of a module system, required both for extensibility and
maintainability.
.e TyTra frontend compiler converts all nonprogram
code units into modules..ese are then used with an explicit
export (only) declaration. .ere are many more refactorings
applied by our compiler, such as rewriting label-bases loops
as do-loops etc.
.e common feature of the vast majority of current
accelerators is that they have a separate memory space,
usually physically separate from the host memory. Fur-
thermore, the common offload model is to create a “kernel”
subroutine (either explicitly or implicitly) which is run on
the accelerator device.
It is extremely important to separate the memory-spaces
of the host and the kernel when generating code for modern
accelerators. Since Fortran 77 uses global variables liberally,
our frontend converts them to subroutine arguments across
the entire call tree of the program.
Our goal is to convert legacy Fortran 77 code into
parallel code so that the computation can be accelerated on
FPGAs. We use a three-step process.
First, the above refactorings give us a modern, main-
tainable, extensible, and accelerator-ready Fortran 95
codebase. .is gives an excellent starting point for many of
the other existing tools, e.g., the generated code can be
conveniently parallelized using OpenMP or OpenACC
annotations. We want, however, to provide an end-to-end
solution to the user that does not require any annotations.
.e next step in our process is identifying data-level
parallelism present in the code in the form ofmaps and folds.
.e terms, map and fold, are from the functional pro-
gramming domain and refer to ways of performing an
operation on all elements of a list. .ese constructs are
broadly equivalent to loop nests with and without de-
pendencies, and as Fortran is loop-based, our analysis is
actually an analysis of loops and dependencies. Internally,
though our representation uses the functional programming
model where map and fold are higher-order functions
(functions operating on other functions), extracted from the
bodies of the loops; we thus raise the abstraction level of our
representation, making it independent of both the original
code and the final code to be generated. We then apply a
number of rewrite rules for map and fold based functional
programs (broadly speaking equivalent to loop fusion or
fission) to optimise the code.
.e third step involves the backend of our framework,
the focus of the rest of this paper, where we use patterns
extracted to ensure that our kernels are guaranteed to be
both pipelineable and vectorizeable. .en, using our cost
model, we generate optimized, synthesizable code for Xilinx
FPGAs on the Amazon cloud F1 instances.
4. Transforming Scientific Applications for
Performance on FPGAs: A Perspective
.e potential to get good performance and energy efficiency
on FPGAs is widely recognized, but coupled with the re-
alization that achieving the potential is not trivial. It is our
view that, in the context of the domain of scientific com-
puting, the guidelines for creating architectures on FPGAs
that give high throughput can be summed up as follows:
(1) Create a deep and custom pipeline, fine-grained as
well as coarse-grained
(2) Coalesce (vectorize) global memory accesses
(3) Vectorize the pipelined datapath
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(4) Minimize data stalls on these pipelines
(5) Maximize throughput by replicating appropriate
functional units
(6) Minimize random access to external memory by
optimizing stencil computations
(7) Use optimized numerics where possible
(8) Use vendor-optimizations where suitable
.e design-space exploration (DSE) in TyTra is informed
by the view summarized above and is carried out at two
abstractions: the frontend and the backend. In this work, we
highlight the backend, specifically two key optimizations:
pipelining and vectorization (points 1–3).
4.1. Pipelining. FPGAs consist of a fine-grained reconfig-
urable fabric that can be customized for a given application.
If the underlying application is amenable to pipeline par-
allelism, then high throughput on FPGAs can be achieved by
creating deep, custom pipelines. Pipelining can be done at
three hierarchical levels.
4.1.1. Pipelining inside Instructions. .is refers to atomic
datapath instructions like floating point operations that
require multiple clock cycles to complete. It is important to
pipeline them to achieve a high operational frequency on the
FPGA and also to maintain throughput. Such pipelined
functional units are available both in the academia and via
vendor tools. For example, we use FloPoCo [18], an open-
source tool, to generate pipelined functional units for our
solution.
4.1.2. Pipelining across Instructions. To get good perfor-
mance, pipelining instructions inside computation kernels is
crucial. .is requires a data-dependence analysis to ensure
data hazards are avoided. We refer to such pipelines in this
work as fine-grained pipelining.
4.1.3. Pipelining across Kernels. While most FPGAHLS tools
would automatically pipeline at the fine-grained level, it is
important to pipeline at this coarse-grained level as well to
get viable performance on FPGAs for large scientific
problems. Such pipelining obviates the need of using the
FPGA external DRAM (i.e., global memory in OpenCL
terminology) to communicate between kernels.
4.2. Vectorization. To optimize throughput and utilize a
target device at its maximum or near-maximum potential,
the external memory interface should ideally be operating at
or near saturation. .is is typically achieved by coalescing
access to memory [19] and/or using multiple memory banks
concurrently [13]. .e purpose is to read multiple array
indices concurrently as a single, wider data word. .is co-
alescing can also be called vectorizing the memory access. In
the previous work [2], we adapted a synthetic memory
performance benchmark to show the sustained bandwidth
to global memory of various devices (benchmark available at
https://github.com/waqarnabi/mp-stream), and we showed
that vectorization achieved up to 8.5× memory bandwidth
increase over the baseline. For any application that is
memory-bound, this improvement in memory bandwidth
will translate to an improved throughput for the overall
application. To complement the vectorized memory access,
the application’s datapath can also be vectorized, though one
must ensure data hazards are avoided.
We will now discuss pipelining and vectorization op-
timizations in the context of the TyTra backend.
5. TyTra Backend (TyBEC) Compiler
.e TyTra backend is designed to be compatible with a
variety of frontend entry routes and is composed of a custom
intermediate representation (IR) language, a parser, a
scheduler, a cost/performance model, and finally an FPGA
code generator.
5.1. /e TyTra Intermediate Language. .e TyTra In-
termediate Language (TIR) is the interface provided by the
TyTra backend, to which a number of possible frontends can
be coupled, one of which was shown in Figure 1. However,
for the purpose of this discussion, how one arrives at a TIR
description of the problem is not relevant.
.e TIR description of a problem lies halfway between
the frontend and backend optimizations that together seek
to identify the optimal design variant. Optimal in this
context means that the kernel has been pipelined, ideally
to achieve a throughput of one cycle per output, and then
vectorized to go beyond this throughput until we either
saturate the memory bandwidth (memory wall) or run out
of FPGA resources (compute wall). .ere are some op-
timizing transformations that take place in the frontend
DSE phase. .ese transformations relate primarily to
finding specific computation patterns such as maps and
folds and connecting them in a coarse-grained dataflow
graph. Once the design variant generated by the frontend
has been specified in the TIR, the backend optimizations
can be applied, and FPGA implementation code can
be generated. .is context informs the underlying model
of computation and specific requirements for our custom
IR.
5.1.1. Model of Computation: Kahn Process Networks.
.e TIR syntax is quite similar to the LLVM-IR; however, its
underlying model of computation is entirely different, as it
models a dataflow machine. .e Kahn process network
(KPN) is a suitable abstraction to use, though we apply some
additional requirements and constraints on it.
KPNs were first introduced by Gilles Kahn when pre-
senting a simple language for parallel programming [20].
.e use of the KPN abstraction for modelling architectures
for FPGAs is not a novel concept (e.g., see [21, 22]). .e key
features of this abstraction, which make it very suitable for
use as the underlying model for our IR, are as follows (direct
quotes in the list are from [20]):
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(i) Processes (or nodes) communicate via unbounded
first-in first-out (FIFO) queues.
(ii) All processes run forever.
(iii) If any process were to stop for an external reason,
the whole system will stop.
(iv) Communication lines (or edges or channels) are
the only way in which processes communicate.
(v) .e time taken by edges to transmit information
can be unpredictable, but always finite.
(vi) At any given time, a process is either computing or
waiting for data on one of its input edges.
(vii) A process can have its ownmemory or state, so it is
a “function from the histories of its input lines to
the histories of its output lines.” .is means nodes
that fold (or reduce) information are possible.
(viii) Writes to a channel are nonblocking, while reads
are blocking.
(ix) KPN process is monotonic: it “need not have all of
its inputs to start computing, since future input
concerns only future output.” Monotonicity allows
pipeline parallelism.
While these features of the KPN make it a suitable
abstraction for our purpose of modelling pipeline parallel-
ism on FPGAs, they cannot be used as is. .e key departure
required from this abstraction is replacing unbounded FIFOs
(which are not possible in a real system) with bounded
FIFOs. Additionally, nonblocking writes are not suitable
with finite FIFOs, and we introduce blocking writes.
However, the introduction of blocking writes and finite
FIFOs can lead to deadlocks unless safe bounds for the sizes
of the FIFOs are derived properly [23]. We derive safe FIFO
bounds by statically scheduling all the nodes in our dataflow
graph discussed in more detail later.
5.1.2. Syntax and Semantics of the TIR. .e TIR is strongly
and statically typed, and all computations are expressed
using Static Single Assignment (SSA)..e syntax is based on
the LLVM-IR, but the semantics are built on top of a
streaming paradigm, suitable for inferring pipelined data-
paths on an FPGA target.
Static typing is a requirement for synthesizing an FPGA
design at compile time. Strong and static typing together
provide the basis for our static cost model that underpins the
TyTra flow. .e FPGA code-generator too requires explicit
typing. TIR datatypes are mapped to LLVM datatypes
wherever possible and follow the same general scheme for
naming datatypes. However, LLVM-IR does not differen-
tiate between signed and unsigned data which are required
for TIR. Also, TIR allows custom and nonstandard data-
types, which in fact is one of the reasons for creating our own
IR. TIR supports arrays and vectors, again following the
syntax of LLVM-IR.
A design is constructed by creating a hierarchy of IR
functions, which may be considered equivalent tomodules in
an HDL like Verilog. However, these functions are described
at a higher abstraction than the register transfer level typical
for an HDL. .e TyTra backend parses the TIR description
and extracts a dataflow architecture from it.
.e TIR is neither a subset nor a superset of the LLVM-
IR, but an independent language that is inspired by it. .ere
are many features of LLVM-IR that TIR does not support,
and at the same time, there are a number of extensions in the
TIR that are alien to LLVM-IR. Under the hood, these
languages have a fundamentally different view of the ma-
chine as discussed earlier, which is eventually the funda-
mental difference. Other ways in which TIR departs from the
LLVM-IR semantics are: all variables are data streams, ar-
guments represent ports for connectivity between peer or
parent-child functions, there is custom instruction for
splitting and merging nodes, there is a specialized syntax for
creating offset streams for stencils, we can have custom
datatypes with nonstandard widths, and there is an extended
syntax to express the creation and consumption of data
streams from/to memory. Further discussion of the TIR’s
syntax and semantics is outside the scope of this paper, but
interested readers can refer to [24]. We also show TIR for
two example problems later in Section 6.
5.2. Scheduling and Pipelining. Recall from the previous
section that our extension to the KPN requires us to have
bounded FIFOs, which are large enough to ensure there is no
deadlock in the presence of blocking writes. Hence, although
the hardware realization of our nodes is based on asyn-
chronous hand-shaking with back-pressure (based on the
AXI-Stream protocol), we do need to determine safe bounds
for all inferred buffers. .is is why static scheduling of the
dataflow graph (DFG) is essential. Moreover, the TyTra flow
is predicated on the availability of a performance model that
can predict the latency and throughput of each node, which
too requires a static scheduler, even if in practice there is no
centralized scheduling controller in the synthesized FPGA
circuit.
.e scheduling algorithm of TyBEC is based on the KPN
model of computation..e SSA syntax of the TIR lends itself
to a straightforward extraction of the pipelined dataflow
from primitive instructions in leaf functions. We have
adopted an As Soon As Possible (ASAP) algorithm for
scheduling the instructions. .is can be suboptimal in terms
of resource usage [25]. More sophisticated algorithms are
possible, which exploit reuse of functional units across in-
structions to save resources. .is however would require a
fundamental change in the architecture from the current one
with a distributed scheduling mechanism, to a centralized
one where a controller would orchestrate the reuse of re-
sources. .is is a line of investigation we mean to pursue in
the future.
Functions can be hierarchical as well, reflected by hi-
erarchical nodes in the DFG. Each hierarchy is captured by
the same extended KPN model that we have discussed
earlier. .e resultant DFG translates to dataflow pipelines on
the FPGA, which are reflected in the generated HDL. .is
pipeline parallelism is, as we discussed earlier, an essential
component of the FPGA-oriented optimizations we wish to
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apply. Both the coarse-grained pipelining of kernels (hier-
archical nodes) and fine-grained pipelining of instructions
(leaf nodes) are achieved by this hierarchical scheduling
process, illustrated in Figure 2. .is aspect of our work may
be contrasted with tools like SDAccel, where coarse-grained
pipelines across kernels have to be explicitly modelled using
OpenCL pipe semantics.
A finer level of pipelining, where we pipeline multicycle
primitive instructions like floating point operations, is
achieved by using pipelined functional units generated from
the FloPoCo tool [18].
5.3. Vectorization. Vectorization is a well explored opti-
mization for improving performance and has been explored
for FPGAs as well. .is is similar to, though not exactly the
same as, the vectorization optimization in CPUs..e way we
use this term, “vectorization” refers to both vectorization of
the datapath, and the coalescing of memory accesses. In the
TyTra backend, once the kernels have been pipelined, the
design can be vectorized automatically. Memory-access
vectorization results in coalesced transactions, which can
help achieve operation at or near memory bandwidth sat-
uration, as we have shown in our earlier work [2]. Vectorized
datapath ensures that the overall throughput is not limited
by the computation. Together, these automatic vectorization
operations enable our backend to push the solution closer to
both the memory and computation limits of the device,
which is where we ideally want to be. .e key novelty in our
flow is the complete automation of the process of vectorizing
the memory access and the datapath.
5.3.1. Automatic Detection of Vectorizable Loops in Serial
Code. Vectorizing a loop by a factor NV implies concurrent
execution of NV iterations of the loop. Loops can be vec-
torized only if they have been unrolled, and if there are no
loop-carried dependencies with reaches smaller than the
vectorization width NV. .e TyTra flow is based on
extracting map and fold patterns from serial scientific code,
as shown in Figure 1 and then scalarizing them before
passing them on to the backend. Scalarization here implies
replacing index-based array accesses with scalar variables,
effectively subsuming loops that iterate over arrays. Since the
(ostensibly) scalar variables actually refer to data streams, the
semantics of the program are preserved, though that does
require some metainformation to be carried through by the
compiler, e.g., the size of the loops. An example of this
transformation in Figure 3 shows two versions of an up-
date() function from a scientific model. .e code on the left
is a conventional loop-based function, converted by our
frontend (while we show the loop-based function written in
C to emphasize the transformation, the frontend actually
uses loop-based Fortran code as the source and emits sca-
larized C as shown.) to the scalarized version.
.ese transformations convert loops iterating over ar-
rays to scalar kernels operating on streams. .e advantage of
this frontend transformation is that we get vectorization
opportunities at the backend for free. Loop-unrolling is no
longer required, as the frontend has ported the code into the
streaming dataflow domain. More importantly, the frontend
transformations guarantee that the kernels exposed to the
backend do not have any loop-carried dependencies and
thus are vectorizable to arbitrary widths..e TyTra flow is in
fact conservative in exposing vectorization opportunities.
.is is because our flow only vectorizes mappable loops that
have no loop-carried dependencies, whereas vectorization is
possible even if they are there, as long as their reach is larger
than the vector width.
5.3.2. Using a Cost Model for Identifying the Optimum Vector
Width. .e vectorization of kernels results in additional
resource usage on the FPGA. By using our cost model, we
can estimate the resource usage for different vectorization
options. .en, we limit the vector width to the maximum
that we can fit within the target FPGA’s resources. Currently,
our backend supports vector widths of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 (for
OpenCL compatibility), but there is no innate reason for
limiting our flow to these vectorization factors.
.e cost model is discussed in detail in [24], but we
present its brief outline here. Figure 4 shows how the cost
model is used in our flow. .e TIR description of the design
variants is fed into the cost model, along with a description
of the target. .is description is in the form of its available
resource, memory bandwidth profile, and the cost of various
primitive instructions on that device. .e cost model then
accumulates the resource requirements for the entire device
and also estimates its performance after scheduling all in-
structions and functions. It then estimates the performance
of all variants (in case of the examples in this paper, variants
are generated by varying the vectorization factor) and
generates OCL-HDL hybrid code for the chosen one.
5.4. Generating OpenCL-HDL Hybrid Implementation for
FPGA (F1) Instances on theAmazonCloud. We considered a
number of options for implementing the design generated
by the TyTra flow on an FPGA, as shown in Figure 1, finally
converging on an OpenCL-HDL hybrid for F1 instances on
the Amazon cloud. Commercial vendors like Xilinx, Intel,
and Maxeler all provide such a hybrid programming route.
.e HLS abstraction can be used to handle the shell logic
conveniently, and kernel datapaths can be expressed at a
lower abstraction (register-transfer level or RTL), e.g., in
Verilog HDL. We avoid the need to generate complex RTL
code for shell logic yet maintain much more control over
optimizations for the kernel pipeline. Our hybrid approach
is more amenable to performance and cost prediction than
HLS-only routes. .e generated kernel pipeline is more
performance portable across FPGA vendor tools and de-
vices, as no vendor-specific pragmas and optimizations are
used. We do need to generate vendor-specific shell code, but
that follows a standard template with little variation across
designs.
Amazon’s EC2 F1 instances on the cloud provide a
suitable way of accessing the latest FPGA hardware as well as
tools [26]. FPGA AMI machine images are available, which
come prebuilt with FPGA development and runtime tools
based on Xilinx’s SDAccel and Vivado frameworks. .ese
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Identify input nodes (directly 
read an argument/port) and 
schedule them
Do an ASAP scheduling for the 
remaining nodes
Infer buffers on un-balanced 
paths. Calculate safe bounds.
Add function to global schedule
Estimate function cost and 
performance 
Figure 2: .e TyTra backend scheduler. It reads in the TIR description of the problem, which has a syntax similar to LLVM-IR’s, using the
SSA (single static assignment) format. .e output of the scheduler is the dataflow graph of the problem, with buffers inferred if needed (e.g.,
see Figures 6 and 9), which is then used to estimate performance, as well as generate synthesizable Verilog HDL.
Figure 3: An illustration showing conversion of a loop-based function (left) to its scalarized version (right), where the “scalars” are
effectively streams of data. Metainformation extracted by the compiler, e.g., the sizes of the streams, is carried through to the backend in
order to preserve semantics.
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tools provide various design-entry options. From our van-
tage point, the utility of these platforms is that we can work
with the latest hardware and tool versions, and we can
experiment with our hybrid HLS(OpenCL)–HDL(Verilog)
flow.
To integrate HDL kernels with the shell logic provided by
Xilinx’s SDAccel tool, they need to be compatible with the
AXI protocol: AXI4 for DDR read and write controllers;
AXI4-Stream for transferring data streams to and from these
controllers and also peer communication; and AXI4-Lite for
control information exchange with the host [27]. .e DDR
(AXI4) and control (AXI4-Lite) interface logic is in-
corporated by using template code provided by SDAccel.
.is reduces the kernel pipeline compatibility requirement
to the AXI4-Stream protocol for interfacing with the
memory controllers. Figure 5 demonstrates this setup.
6. Evaluation
We evaluate our approach with two examples, first through a
synthetic barebones kernel and then on a scientific code
simulating the Coriolis force.
6.1. A Synthetic Example. .e simple, contrived example
creates a coarse-grained pipeline with integer arithmetic
operations. .is translates to a single cycle throughput, and
single path dataflow. .e TIR and DFG of this problem are
shown in Figure 6. Note that the DFG is generated auto-
matically as part of the backend scheduling and code-
generation. HDL code is also generated by the backend. It
can be viewed by running the backend on the TIR (the
prototype TyTra backend compiler is available at https://
github.com/waqarnabi/tybec).
.is illustrative example highlights the backend auto-
matic pipelining and vectorization optimizations that are the
focus of this work. We generated code for all vector widths
supported by our flow, in order to demonstrate the effect of
vectorization in this paper. In practice, we would follow the
following simple algorithm for converging on the vector
width:
(1) Create a design variant with the maximum allowable
vector width (currently 16 words)
(2) Estimate resource utilization
(3) If estimated resources are more than available on
target FPGA, step down to the next available vector
width
(4) Repeat 1–3 until design is predicted to fit by the cost
model (we aim to use less than 80% of target FPGA
resources, as in our experience, beyond this
threshold designs typically fail to synthesize)
.e results of our experiments are shown in Figure 7.
Since this is a small example, the maximum available
vectorization factor of 16 was possible within the avail-
able resources, and that is the variant selected. Our results
show an almost 4.2× speedup over the scalar baseline
for the maximum vectorization. .e speedup is sub-
linear and indicates a memory bottleneck. .is bottleneck
could be mitigated by using multiple memory banks if
available.
.e corresponding resource trade-off can be seen in
Figure 8. Other than DSP units, all resources show sublinear
scaling due to the almost uniform usage of logic in the shell
of the design across all variants.
Device-specific
parameterOne-time input
for each unqiue
FPGA target
(Microbenchmarks)
Variant-1
Variant-N
Target description
Plot variants on
device roofline
Identify bottleneck
Best variant = X
Parse IR and
estimate roofline
model param’s
Figure 4: .e use-case of the cost model that is integrated inside the TyTra flow’s backend. It is used to estimate the resource usage and
performance of variants being explored in the design-space.
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Figure 5: .e hybrid OpenCL-HDL code-generation setup.
TyTra generated kernel pipeline design in Verilog HDL is in-
tegrated with the OpenCL-based SDAccel framework, using AXI
protocols.
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6.2. Simulating the Coriolis Force. .is second example is
based on Fortran code for modelling the Coriolis force that
accompanies a text on ocean modelling [28]. .e code
predicts the pathway of nonbuoyant fluid parcels in a
rotating fluid subject to the Coriolis force. .e kernel is
computed over a two-dimensional grid for a certain
number of time steps. At each time step, the kernel reads
the velocities and positions of each grid point and updates
them. .at is, at each time step, it reads 4 floating point
numbers and writes 4 floating point numbers. .e Fortran
code is shown in Figure 9. .e equivalent TyTra-IR code
and dataflow graph (top kernel only) as generated by
the TyTra backend are shown in Figures 10 and 11,
respectively.
.e TyTra backend generates a baseline RTL (and
OpenCL wrappers) that is pipelined and without vectori-
zation. It then generates vectorized versions as well, as long
as the predicted cost fits in the target device. In this example
as well, like the previous one, all possible vectorization
factors up to 16 can be accommodated. .e resource cost
prediction of one design variant takes in the order of 0.1
seconds. .is makes the design-space exploration fairly
quick when we consider the vectorization optimization in
isolation as there are a limited number of possible variants.
kernelTop
kernelTop.%kt_vin0
(0, 1, 0)
kernelTop.kernel_A_0
(4, 1, 0)
kt_vin0.1>kernel_A_0.2::i32
kernelTop.kernel_B_1
(1, 1, 4)
kernel_A_0.1>kernel_B_1.1::i32
kernelTop.%kt_vin1
(0, 1, 0)
kt_vin1.1>kernel_A_0.1::i32
kernelTop.kernel_C_2
(1, 1, 5)
kernel_B_1.1>kernel_C_2.1::i32
kernelTop.kernel_D_3
(1, 1, 6)
kernel_C_2.1>kernel_D_3.1::i32
kernelTop.%kt_vout
(0, 1, 7)
kernel_D_3.1>kt_vout.1::i32
(1, 1, 0)
Figure 6: TIR code andDFG of the synthetic example..e TIR shows 4 kernels connected in a coarse-grained pipeline in a top kernel, which
is connected to global memory streams in the main function. .e DFG is generated by the backend from the TIR, and only the top-level
kernel is shown here. .e tuple of three integers with each node is the scheduling parameters (latency, firing-interval, and start-delay)
inferred from the code and used by the backend for scheduling and RTL code generation.
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Figure 7: Speedup achieved over nonvectorized OpenCL baseline
for various vector widths, for the first example. .e TyTra solutions
are OpenCL-HDL hybrids, and the complete host API, shell, and
kernel code for all variants is generated automatically from TIR
description.
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torized versions, normalized against resource usage for non-
vectorized OpenCL baseline for the first example.
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.e actual performance for variants is shown in Fig-
ure 12. Note that there is an important difference between
this and the first example. .e first example had 2 integer
inputs and 1 integer output. When the inputs, a total of
64 bits, were vectorized by the maximum factor of 16, it was
still within maximum data width allowed by SDAccel (which
is 1024 bits). .is second example, however, had an input
(and output) total width of 128 (32× 4) bits, so it can only be
vectorized up to a factor of 8, which is reflected in the results.
In the future, we plan to incorporate multiple memory
interfaces and banks into our design, which would allow us
to exploit this vectorization feature to its full potential.
An interesting observation here is that the performance
peaks at 2.7× baseline, at a vectorization factor of 4, with
vectorization to a factor of 8 showing virtually no im-
provement. .is example has a wider total input width of
128 (32× 4) bits, as opposed to 64 bits for the previous one.
Since the DDR memory bus for the target FPGA platform is
512 bits wide, it is saturated at a vectorization factor of 4
already. Using multiple concurrent memory interfaces and
banks should allow us to go beyond this saturation limit.
Another observation is that the performance profile is
virtually unchanged across different grid sizes and number
of time steps. .is shows performance gains of vectorization
scaling well with the problem size.
.e resource usage for all these variants is shown in
Figure 13, which shows the expected increase for increasing
the vectorization factor. Compared with the first example,
this is a larger kernel with resource heavy floating point
units, leading to the kernel having a proportionally larger
share of the resources versus the shell logic..is is the reason
vectorization scales up the resources much more than the
first example.
7. Conclusion
FPGAs are fast-becoming mainstream accelerator devices
for a variety of HPC applications. Writing optimized pro-
grams for FPGAs remains a challenge though, even with the
availability of HLS tools. We are developing an optimizing
compiler framework called TyTra, where we propose to use a
combination of transformations and optimizations to au-
tomatically generate FPGA implementations from serial,
legacy scientific codes. In this paper, we have presented two
key optimizations that are part of this framework, pipelining
and vectorization, the latter applied to both the external
(DDR) memory accesses as well as the kernel datapath. We
discussed briefly how we transform legacy serial Fortran
code to kernels with map patterns, suitable for pipeline
parallelism as well as vectorization. We highlighted our
custom IR language-based backend that can be used to
express the variants in our design space and which schedules
computations based on an extended KPN-based machine
model, finally emitting an OpenCL-HDL hybrid imple-
mentation. Evaluation of our approach on two examples
showed performance gains between 2.7× and 4.2×.
Extending our solution to exploit multiple memory banks
concurrently can be reasonably expected to achieve further
performance gains.
Exploiting such vectorization opportunities when ac-
celerating HPC code on FPGAs is essential; otherwise, we
may be operating far below optimal performance. Our flow,
because it is based on a sophisticated frontend analysis and a
cost model-based backend code-generation framework, can
give these performance gains automatically.
.ere are a number of complimentary lines of in-
vestigation that we are still pursuing. Further optimizations
at the frontend and backend of our framework in addition to
pipelining and vectorization could further improve
Figure 9: Fortran code of the Coriolis example.
Figure 10: TIR code of the Coriolis example. It shows 3 kernels
connected in a coarse-grained pipeline in a top kernel, which is
connected to global memory streams in the main function (not
shown).
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performance. Until now, we have made models from do-
main of fluid dynamics the focus for our test cases, and such
models are innately amenable to findingmappable loops and
hence to streaming. We are investigating extending the
application domain to deep learning neural networks, which
too lends itself to a streaming architecture, but requires
closer integration of folds in addition to maps, which is an
on-going work. We are also in the process of integrating all
stages of the flow into a single framework, which we hope
will contribute to mainstreaming of FPGAs as HPC
accelerators.
Data Availability
.eTytTra backend compiler has been deposited in a Github
repository at https://github.com/waqarnabi/tybec. .is is an
on-going work, so the authors should be contacted if any
issues.
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